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PRIVATE ENJOY BLACKSEA TOUR for FILIZ and LINDA 

(17-22 October 2019) 

Tour Contact: Alican Kapti (+90 553 780 95 92) 
Traveler 1: Filiz Hoetten (+1 902 483 5673) 
Traveler 2: Linda Reid (+1 902 694 4473) 
 
Arrival: Trabzon Airport 17 Oct. 2019 TK2830  arriving TZX at 21:15  
Departure: Trabzon Airport 22 Oct. 2019 TK2827 departing TZX at 08:20 
 
Intro: 
Through the Blacksea coastline you can see the beatiful tones of green color on the land 
side and also see the pure blue color of the sea on the other side! The blue and greean 
colors are so harmonious in this region! One sings other listens and other sings one listens… 
Enjoy Blacksea Private Tour offers you to experience natural and historical beauties in the 
region. you will also enjoy with the natural sports and activities during the tour. For only 5 
nights and 6 days you can enjoy both the beauty of the sea and the marvelous views of the 
mountains via our Enjoy Blacksea Tour. 
 
1st Day (17 Oct. 2019 Thursday): Welcome to Black Sea 
 
We welcome you at the airport, transfer to the hotel. Overnight in Trabzon.  
Pick up from Trabzon Airport at 21:15 (Flight: TK2830).  
Overnight: 
4 Star Hotel in Trabzon   
 
2nd Day (18 Oct. 2019 Friday): A mix of nature, culture, and history (Trabzon-Sumela- 
Uzungol) 
 
We first visit Sera Lake wihich is very close to the city center of Trabzon. You will be amazed 
with its beatiful, pure, and natural view. Then, we just go around city center visiting Hagia 
Sophia and Ataturk Kiosk, Then, we drive to the Sumela Monastary which is like hidden 
inside the mountain. Currently, Sumela Monastary is under recondition. We will just see 
some part of the monastery. Then, we will drive to Uzungol, the most beautiful and popular 
lake in Turkey. Hike around Uzungol Lake. You will see Uzungol from the terrace view up to 
the mountain and have lunch from a terrace viewed restaurant up to the Uzungol. If the 
weather is clear drive up to Kerester Highland. 
 
Overnight:  
Yesil Kosk Hotel Uzungol Trabzon 
 
3rd Day (19 Oct. 2019 Saturday): A day in world’s paradise (Rize- Ayder) 

 

We will spend day in world's paradise. First, we will move along Fırtına Valley. Stop by 

Ottomans bridges over Fırtına River. Visit Çamlıhemşin. After, we will go upper to the 

mountains. We will stop by Senyuva Willage and have tea/coffee at fameous Cinciva Cafe. 

Then, we will visit historical Zilkale (Zil Castle) and then see beautiful Palovit Waterfall. Then, 

lets move to Tar River and Bulut Waterfall then which has 2 km walking way (4 km in total) 

through the peaceful nature. We will continue to discover the most popular destination in 

Turkey, Ayder highland. Walk around the highland as much as you can.  See the Gelintülü 
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Waterfall. Stop by local restaurant to have popular local food “Muhlama”. Go higher to 

Gallerdüzü to see the beautiful forest. 

Overnight:   

Elikti Butik Hotel 
 
4th Day (20 Oct. 2019 Friday): Explore the highlands (Pokut and Sal) 
We will continue our tour with Seslikaya village, where we will have unforgettable experience 

to see local village life and visit local family and see ancient village houses. See tea gardens 

and collect tea. Meet with local people there. Then, (If the weather will be fine) we will drive 

up to the Pokut and Sal Highlands if the weather is fine. First we will stop by Sal Higland and 

move to Pokut. In the morning, hike to Hazindağ/Sal Highland based on time duration.   

Overnight:  
Pokut Orion Hotel/Elikti Butik Hotel 
 
5th Day (21 Oct. 2019 Saturday): Explore the pure nature of Artvin (Arhavi, Borçka) 
Today, we will first visit Arhavi historical Double Bridges and take some photos there.  Then, 

we will move to Mençuna Waterfall for refreshing. We will have short hiking (2km Easy)Then, 

we will continue tour from Borçka Karagöl Lake, which is surrounded with colorfull forest. We 

will have a short hiking (2,5 km Easy) around the lake in beautiful nature. Take a boat and 

row in the lake. Take beautiful pictures in nature. On our way to Trabzon, stop by special 

Rize Cloth Workshops and Trabzon Surmene Knife Manufacturing Museum. You can both 

experience the art and enjoy shopping there. The Blacksea is the homeland for the tea 

producers as well. We will have a quick Tea Factory trip as well. 

Overnight:  
Saylamlar Hotel Trabzon   
 
 
6th Day (22 Oct. 2019 Thursday): Goodbye 

It is time to go back home! Have your breakfast, pack up and ready to go! We transfer you to 

airport at the airport. 

 (Departure: Trabzon (TZX), Turkey Date: 22 Oct. 2019 Time: 08:20 Flight Number: TK2827) 

 

 


